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Bestseller about being different

Ricky
GUIDO VAN GENECHTEN
Ricky Rabbit is different from the other rabbits: his right ear
droops, while his left ear stands straight up. He tries to correct the
droop with all kinds of creative solutions, because the other rabbits
tease him about it. All his efforts to fit in with the group are both
sad and hilarious. Whatever he does, the other rabbits still make
fun of him. After a visit to the doctor, who tells him there’s nothing
the matter with his ear, Rikki resigns himself to it. But not before
devising one last trick, which sends all the other rabbits into gales
of laughter. In the end, his humour earns him a place in the group
as the entertainer.

AUTHOR

Convincing drawings depict a rabbit family
that you instantly adopt as your own
DE LEESWELP

Today, there are more than ten ‘Ricky’ books, and the series has
developed into a genuine bestseller. Ricky is rendered in
expressive, rough brushstrokes, but this doesn’t stop Van
Genechten from adding his typical nuances. Throughout the
‘Ricky’ series, Van Genechten successfully depicts his character
undergoing a heartfelt and credible process of development in
constant interaction with his environment.

Guido Van Genechten (b. 1957) is known
worldwide for his picture books. His works
focus on typical themes for young children,
such as love and letting go.
ORIGINAL TITLE Rikki (1999, Clavis, 28 pp.)
FORMAT 297 x 216
COPIES SOLD More than 500,000 copies

An extremely child-friendly story with a lot
of humour

sold worldwide
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America), German (Annette Betz), Spanish
(Grupo SM), Danish (Gyldendal), Norwegian
(Aschehoug), Swedish (Sjöstrands), Finnish
(Tammi), Polish (Adamada), Romanian
(Univers Enciclopedic Gold ), Turkish (Teas),
Azeri (Teas), Korean (Woongjin), Complex
Chinese (Hsiao Lu), Simplified Chinese
(CCPPG), Japanese (Froebel-Kan), Hindi (A &
A Books), Thai (Nanmeebooks), Arabic (Arab
Scientific), Afrikaans (Protea), Portuguese
(Brazil) (Pé da Letra)
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